OASIS AMQP Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee
Minutes of the Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee
Tuesday, 9th of April, 2013

Chair(s) Steve Huston

Members in Attendance:
Steve Huston Individual Matthew Arrott Individual
Allan Beck JPMorgan Laurie Bryson JPMorgan
Allan Cornish INETCO Systems Rob Dolin Microsoft
Rob Godfrey JPMorgan Alex Kritikos Software AG
Dale Moberg Axway Software Andreas Moravec Deutsche Boerse
Rafi Schloming Red Hat Jakub Sholz Deutsche Boerse

Observers in Attendance:
Duane Pauls Solace Systems
Agenda

1. Call to Order and Welcome
2. Roll Call
3. Approve Agenda
4. Approve minutes from February 26, 2013 meeting
5. Progress on Websockets (David Ingham)
6. Progress on SCTP (Matthew Arrott)
7. Progress on SOAP (John O’Hara)
8. Progress on JMS (Rob Godfrey)
9. OpenMAMA/AMQP (William Henry)
10. Any other business
11. Adjourn
**Notes:**

1. **Welcome and call to order**  
   Meeting opened at 10:00am EST.

2. **Roll Call**  
   As noted above and updated on the roster. Meeting is quorate.

3. **Approve agenda**  
   There were no objections to the published agenda.

4. **Approve minutes from February 26, 2013 meeting**  
   Approved.

5. **Progress on Websockets (David Ingham)**  
   Mr. Rob Dolin is working with David Ingham to outline the Websockets ideas discussed in the February Redmond face-to-face. Rob hopes to publish an outline within two weeks. Alex Kritikos indicated interest in participating in the Websockets effort. Rob Godfrey asked Rob Dolin to email the TC to locate more interested people.

6. **Progress on SCTP (Matthew Arrott)**  
   Rob Godfrey sent Matthew a set of next steps for SCTP work. Matthew subsequently talked with John O’Hara who validated Rob’s ideas. Matthew estimates an initial working draft for SCTP by end of June and a working document by the end of this summer. More help editing the document is needed.

7. **Progress on SOAP (John O’Hara)**  
   John O’Hara was not in attendance but sent questions concerning driving force’s and/or dates for SOAP. Matthew Arrott said SOAP represents probably the largest encoding scheme in the world and, although there is no particular product or event-oriented deadline date for the AMQP/SOAP standard, it is a very important marketing/advertising item for AMQP’s wider adoption. The SOAP area could benefit from additional writing/editing help as well but no volunteers were identified.
8. Progress on JMS (Rob Godfrey)
Rob has no update on JPMorgan legal department - still waiting for their response to Laurie Bryson’s request for guidance on next steps to contribute JPMorgan’s previous JMS-related work to OASIS. Rob and Robbie Gemmell will be working on implementation which should help to drive the documentation effort. Rob and Laurie Bryson will continue working with JPMorgan legal and also try to recruit additional help with implementation and documentation.

9. OpenMAMA/AMQP (William Henry)
William was not in attendance.

10. Any other business
Laurie Bryson noted that the lack of a subject document or draft may be hindering progress on the TC’s technical SIGs. More volunteers should be recruited. Also OASIS may have resources available to assist in getting technical discussions and ideas down in at least a starting draft for the various SIGs. Laurie will approach OASIS to see what is available.

Meeting was closed at 10:30am EST.

Next meeting will be Tuesday the 23rd of April, 2013.